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Abstract
This paper introduces a significant new multi-disciplinary collection of studies of poverty
dynamics, presenting the reader with the latest thinking by a group of researchers who
are leaders in their respective disciplines. It argues that there are three main fronts on
which progress must be made if we are to dramatically deepen the understanding of why
poverty occurs, and significantly improve the effectiveness of poverty reduction policies.
First, poverty research needs to focus on poverty dynamics — over the life-course,
across generations and between different social groups. Second, there is a need to
move efforts to measure poverty dynamics beyond mere income and consumption to
more multidimensional concepts and measures of poverty. This is increasingly common
in static analyses but is rare in work on poverty dynamics. Third, at the same time there
is a growing consensus that a thorough understanding of poverty and poverty reduction
requires bridging the gap between disciplines through interdisciplinary approaches that
combine qualitative and quantitative methods in measurement and analysis.
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1. Introduction
There are three main fronts on which progress must be made if we are to deepen the
understanding of why poverty occurs, and significantly improve the effectiveness of
poverty reduction policies. First, poverty research needs to focus on poverty dynamics
— over the life-course and across generations. There is now a wide acceptance that
static analyses have limited explanatory power and may conceal the processes that are
central to the persistence of poverty and/or its elimination. Second, there is a need to
move efforts to measure poverty dynamics beyond mere income and consumption to
more multidimensional concepts and measures of poverty. This is increasingly common
in static analyses but is rare in work on poverty dynamics. This might involve assets, or
more ambitiously, using concepts of human development or wellbeing. Third, at the
same time there is a growing consensus that a thorough understanding of poverty and
poverty reduction requires cross-disciplinary research, using the strengths of different
disciplines and methods, and of quantitative and qualitative approaches to poverty
analysis.
Thus, we believe that the next frontier in poverty research is at the intersection of
dynamics and cross-disciplinarity. This paper introduces a significant new multidisciplinary collection of studies of poverty dynamics, presenting the reader with the
latest thinking by a group of researchers who are leaders in their respective disciplines. 1
In this introduction we set the papers in context, beginning in part 2 with the issue of how
to bring time in the measurement of poverty and into the analysis of trajectories in and
out of poverty. We then compare qualitative and quantitative approaches and address
the issue of cross-disciplinarity in section 3. Section 4 presents an overview of the
chapters in the volume. Section 5 concludes by highlighting areas where we believe
future research on poverty dynamics should focus.

2. Time and Poverty 2
Time is a troubling and ambiguous concept in philosophy and in social analysis. The
complexities are apparent in Adam’s (2004) characterisation,
‘Time is lived, experienced, known, theorised, created, regulated, sold and
controlled. It is contextual and historical, embodied and objectified, abstracted
and constructed, represented and commodified’ (Adam, 2004: 1)
Set against the notion of time as an abstract relation between the past, present and the
future, in the tradition of St. Augustine and Kierkegaard, is what Adam (2004: 49) calls
the “clock-time perspective” of Aristotle, Newton, Marx, Weber and Durkheim. This is the
dominant conceptualisation in the social sciences, and one that underpins the papers in
this volume 3 .
Even within the “clock-time” frame, it is possible to introduce time into the
conceptualisation of poverty in one of two ways. The first of these involves treating time
as an ordinary dimension of wellbeing and poverty, as in the World Bank’s Voices of the
1
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Poor has (see Narayan et al., 2000: 21, 34, 92-3). In this approach time or lack of it, is
merely another dimension of poverty. A person is defined as time poor if he or she lacks
the necessary time to achieve things of value, such as adequate sleep and rest, being
with family and friends or income (see Clark, 2002: ch. 4). In effect, time is viewed as
one, of many, scarce resources (Becker, 1965). This approach fits well into approaches
that emphasise multidimensionality of wellbeing and poverty.
The second approach may be identified with the “poverty and wellbeing dynamics”
perspective, with a focus on how wellbeing evolves over time, what determines this
evolution, and how different patterns of evolution are to be evaluated for policy. This is
the approach that characterises the papers in this volume. The chapters in this book
provide detailed examples of the ways in which information about poverty dynamics can
be acquired.
i.

Panel data methods – this method is considered the most reliable by virtually all
quantitative researchers and by many qualitative researchers. It involves
conducting questionnaire surveys or semi-structured interviews with the same
individual or household at different points in time. This permits objective data to
be collected for key measures and the collection of information about the ways in
which the individual/household explain the changes that are occurring in their
lives. Moser and Felton (in this book) illustrate this method for both quantitative
and qualitative data. The strengths of this method are its rigour and the
comparability of the data it collects at different points in time. Its disadvantages
are its costs and the significant delay in analysis that it entails. Additional
problems include interviewee fatigue, matching households in large datasets and
systematic sample attrition (see earlier).

ii. One off indicators – given the difficulties of collecting panel data it is logical to
seek to identify ‘one off’ indicators (i.e. measures collected at a single point in
time) that provide information about poverty duration. The most obvious type of
indicator for this purpose are ‘nutrition’ orientated – on the grounds that certain
nutritional measures reveal what has been happening to an individual over an
extended period of time. Researchers who have adopted this approach have
favoured child stunting as a measure indicating that a child has been
undernourished for an extensive period of time and, by implication, that her/his
household has been poor for an extended period of time as it has been unable to
provide an adequate diet. Radhakrishna et al. (2007) have used this method to
measure and analyse chronic poverty in India. The great advantage of this
method is that it permits partial analyses of poverty dynamics for any population
for which an anthropometric survey is available: so, it can be low cost and rapid.
There are, however, severe challenges. These include questions about the
accuracy of data on height and age; the assumption that stunting is caused by
under nourishment, rather than by health problems, cultural practices and/or
genetic factors; and, the difficulty of moving beyond simply identifying factors that
correlate with stunting.
iii. Retrospective data another means of avoiding the costs and delays of collecting
panel data is to ask interviewees to provide data about their past circumstances
at the same time as they are providing data about their present condition. Many
researchers are highly suspicious of this method, however, because of the well
known problems of recall. These include the difficulty of identifying the exact time
that is to be recalled and of remembering what conditions were like at that time.
For some indicators – attending school, formal employment status – data may be
reasonably accurate. But for others – income, consumption, food availability –
3

quantitative data is unlikely to be reliable. In addition, over time people tend to
develop selective memories and may be perceived as ‘rewriting’ parts of their
lives 4 . As a result, many researchers do not regard this as a credible method for
collecting quantitative, cardinal data. It is used extensively to collect qualitative
data, often to triangulate other data, and/or to understand the ways in which
people subjectively interpret change over time. In recent years this method has
become popular as a component of participatory poverty assessments (PPAs).
Arguably, the group-based methods used in PPAs make data more reliable as
interviewees’ debate each others recall and researchers can triangulate data
between groups.
Until the late 1980s the main ways in which time featured in poverty analysis was in
terms of poverty trends, seasonality, the timing of experiences and historical accounts of
poverty. Poverty trends commonly contrasted headcounts of poverty across a population
at two (or more) different times. However, comparing poverty trends in this sense does
not tell us whether individuals or households are persistently poor or if they typically
move into and/or out of poverty over time (see Hulme, 2006; Hulme and Shepherd,
2003; Carter and Barrett, 2006). For example, Lawson, McKay and Okidi (2003) record
that between 1992 and 1999 consumption poverty in Uganda fell by about 20 percent as
the headcount rate fell from 55.7 percent to 35.2 percent. However, moving beyond
conventional static poverty analysis by looking at the dynamics of poverty (i.e. what
actually happened to individual households over time) provides a richer picture. Almost
30 percent of poor households in 1992 managed to move out of poverty by 1999, but
around 10 percent of non-poor households fell into poverty. About 19 percent of
households that were poor in 1992 remained poor in 1999 (Ibid.: 7 and table 1). Rather
than getting the false impression that life has improved for everyone we gain a nuanced
understanding of the ups and downs of welfare status.
The seasonality (or timing) of income, consumption and access to food has been
another focus with particular interest in the annual cycles of relative plenty and food
shortage/ hunger that occur in many rural areas (Chambers, 1983; Chambers,
Longhurst and Pacey, 1981). The significance of specific poverty experiences at certain
times in the lifecourse has also been highlighted with a particular focus on lack of access
to food/ nutrition for pregnant women and education for children. A lack of access to
nutrition, basic health services or education in early life (foetal and infant) can have
irreversible effects on the physical stature and cognitive ability of people (Loury, 1981;
Strauss and Thomas, 1998). Historical accounts of poverty – seeking to lay out and
interpret the main experiences and events in a chronological order – also continued
(Geremek, 1994; Haswell, 1975; Hufton, 1974), although Iliffe’s (1987) work moved
things forward through its contrast of structural and conjunctural poverty in Africa which
went beyond the static poverty analyses typical of his era.
Since the late 1980s there has been growing interest in examining the duration of
poverty. Economists initially led the way through studies of transitory and chronic
poverty, poverty dynamics and patterns of poverty spells (Bane and Ellwood, 1986;
Gaiha, 1988). While these studies have helped to put duration on the research agenda,
their narrow focus on income or consumption poverty means that they have, at best,
only tangentially linked up with the conceptual advances promoted by Amartya Sen and
others. This pattern has continued and Hulme and McKay (forthcoming 2007) report that
out of the 28 panel datasets available on developing countries, 26 assess the standard
of living in terms of income or consumption and for 23 of these datasets they are the
4
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only poverty measures available. Baulch and Masset (2003) have produced one of the
few studies that broadens panel dataset analysis to human development measures.
We believe that the duration aspect of time merits particular attention for four main
reasons. First, there is a simple logic that says if x has experienced the same forms and
depths of poverty as y, but for a much longer period, then a moral concern with helping
the more disadvantaged requires that x be prioritised and supported as s/he has
experienced more deprivation than y. 5 Second, a failure to analyse the distribution of
spells in poverty in a population is likely to lead to weak analyses of ‘why’ people are
poor and, potentially, to weak policies. For example, hypothetically two different
countries might have the same scores for the headcount, depth and severity of poverty.
Apparently, poverty in both of these countries is similar. However, in the first country
poverty is largely transitory and is a phenomenon that many of its population experience
but only for short durations. In the other, most of the population are non-poor but a
minority are trapped in poverty for most or all of their lives. In the former country policies
need to help those experiencing short spells of poverty – unemployment insurance and
benefits, reskilling, microcredit, temporary social safety nets, health services. In the
latter, deeper structural problems must be addressed – inclusion of the poor in access to
health and education services, asset redistribution, tackling social exclusion, regional
infrastructural development. Thirdly, recent important work (Carter and Barrett, 2006;
Barrett, 2005) has revealed the linkages between the depth of poverty, in terms of
material and social assets, and duration with a focus on household level poverty traps.
The assumption behind this work is that low levels of assets lead to persistent poverty
(at least in the absence of financial markets and safety nets), but a conceptualisation is
needed that will also permit an analysis of the ways in which the duration of poverty
leads to depleted asset levels. Finally, the duration of time spent in poverty has
important implications for individual or household future strategies. This is in terms of
physical and cognitive capabilities and the ways in which past experience shapes the
agency (motivation, preferences and understandings) of people.

3. Methods and Disciplines
Over the past decade, there has been growing interaction between two strands of, or
two approaches to, poverty analysis in developing countries—the qualitative and the
quantitative. Interaction between these two approaches has been forced to some extent
by the strengthening (in some cases mandated) requirement by development agencies
to expand the traditional quantitative base of their poverty assessments with a qualitative
component. The best known cases of this trend are the World Bank’s Poverty
Assessments. But other agencies such as the United Kingdom Department for
International Development have also encouraged and often insisted on the incorporation
of qualitative methods in poverty analysis and development analysis more generally.
While “mixed methods” frameworks have of course been present in the literature outside
of development, and in the academic literature more generally, it is undoubtedly true that
the degree of interest in such methods for poverty analysis in developing countries has
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heightened considerably in the last ten years. There is now a website dedicated to such
analysis and a series of conferences attest to the growing body of work in this area. 6
What exactly is meant by a “quantitative” versus a “qualitative” approach in the context
of poverty analysis? From the discussions reported in Kanbur (2003), the following are
among the key elements characterising analyses that the literature recognises as falling
into the “quantitative” category:
•

The information base comes from statistically representative income/expenditure
type household surveys (which may also have a wide range of modules covering
other aspects of wellbeing and activity).

•

The questionnaire in these surveys is of “fixed response” type, with little scope
for unstructured discussion on the issues.

•

Statistical/econometric analysis is carried out to investigate and test causality.

•

“Neo-classical homo-economicus” theorising underlies the development of
hypotheses, interpretation of results, and understanding of causality.

Similarly, the following seem to be some of the key characteristics of analyses that fall
into the “qualitative” category:
•

Unstructured interviews, the outcomes from which are then analysed with textual
analysis methods.

•

Related to the above, use of interviews to develop “life histories” of individuals.

•

Participatory Poverty Analysis, where a community as a whole is helped to
discuss, to define and to identify poverty.

•

Ethnography, involving immersion of the analyst into the community in question
over a significant length of time to get a deeper understanding of the context.

•

Related to all of the above, anthropological and sociological theorizing to
understand results and discuss causality.

Three further points can be made on the above characterisation. First, notice that while
the quantitative category is relatively uniform, the qualitative category is relatively
diverse. The unifying (homogenising) force of the economic method is felt in the former,
while the latter is a battle ground across disciplines and indeed within disciplines such as
anthropology. Second, some analyses do combine elements of both, and are on a
continuum between the qualitative and the quantitative, rather than being strictly one or
the other. Thus the qualitative-quantitative distinction might best be viewed as a
tendency rather than as a discrete divide. Third, the qualitative-quantitative divide to
some extent aligns with, and to some extent cuts across, disciplinary divides in poverty
analysis, especially as between economics and the other social sciences.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two types of approaches are becoming better
understood and are well illustrated by Adato’s (2007) mixed-methods study on
assessing conditional cash transfers. The quantitative part of the appraisal was
statistically representative and addressed econometrically the difficulties in attributing
causality to the program from “before and after” or “with and without” comparisons.
Moreover, it does appear that, at least to some extent, policy makers tend to put greater
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weight on statistically representative “large sample” assessments than on a small
number of case studies. It is now generally accepted that the quantitative assessments
of Mexico’s conditional cash transfer program played a key role in convincing a new
administration to continue a program started by the previous administration.
However, Adato’s (2007) assessments from the qualitative approach throw up key
issues which policy makers and analysts ignore at their peril. For example, while the
quantitative assessments have generally praised these programs for being well targeted
to beneficiary groups (low “leakage”), and indeed have recommended tightening up of
monitoring to reduce what leakage there is, the qualitative assessments reveal a great
deal of incomprehension and resentment on the ground by those who are left out of the
beneficiary group, when they see their near neighbours being included. Thus, whatever
the “objective” criteria laid out at the centre and developed through quantitative surveys
and analysis, what is important is the meaning ascribed to those criteria on the ground.
The tensions caused by such factors, identified as being serious in the qualitative
assessment, could undermine support for the program.
This suggests that qualitative approaches are better suited to emphasising deeper
processes, and the context generating the outcomes revealed by the study. This is
clearly relevant for understanding, and also for the local level implementation of policy.
That quantitative studies do not (or cannot) do this is in part the burden of the critique
advanced by Harris (this volume) and duToit (this volume), who criticise not only
quantitative approaches but also the related economic approaches to measurement and
understanding. On the other hand, whether a phenomenon is widespread, or perhaps
only locally relevant, is better addressed by studies in the quantitative tradition.
Statistical analysis on representative samples is also better suited, for example, in going
beyond “before and after” or “with and without” comparisons of policy or other events, as
revealed by interviews with individuals, no matter how context relevant.
The benefits of combining quantitative and qualitative approaches are thus not to be
doubted, and are revealed in a large number of recent studies. 7 Further, as Harriss
(2002: 494) says, “disciplines need to be saved from themselves.” Effective
crossdisciplinarity seeks to capture the ‘productive’ aspects of disciplinarity which
‘produces the conditions for the accumulation of knowledge and deepening of
understanding’ while avoiding the ‘constraining’ effects of disciplinarity which can lead ‘to
the point where it limits thought …and even [becomes] repressive’ (Harriss, 2002: 4878).
However, this is not to say that there are no problems. While conducting studies side by
side, or making quantitative studies a little more qualitative (for example, by conducting
a participatory appraisal prior to designing the survey questionnaire, or by adding an
unstructured portion at the end of a questionnaire), or by making the qualitative studies a
little more qualitative (for example, by choosing the sites for the qualitative assessment
on the basis of a national sampling frame, or by generating numerical values from
coding of the unstructured interviews), there remain fundamental issues of discipline and
epistemology that will not simply go away. Kanbur and Shaffer (2007b) identify some
deep philosophical issues about different conceptions of the nature of knowledge in
different disciplinary traditions that are bound to bedevil “deep integration” of the
different approaches. For example, it is not entirely clear that national level policy
making, is well served by community level measures of poverty which are based on
community perceptions of what it means to be poor. These practical issues also have
their roots in whether poverty can and should be identified “objectively” by “brute data”,
7
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or whether it is inherently to do with inter subjective meanings. Kanbur and Shaffer
(2007b) come out strongly in favor of mixed methods, but caution that there are pitfalls
that we should be aware of.
The above discussion applies to poverty analysis in general. Consider now an
application of the above discussion to poverty dynamics in particular, and especially to
the papers in this volume. As discussed in the previous section, time adds novel and
irreducible dimensions to the conceptualisation, measurement and understanding of
poverty. For example, the economic theory of poverty measurement is very well
developed for the static case. Going back at least as far as Sen’s (1976) classic
exposition, axioms have been proposed to capture basic intuitions on what constitutes
“poverty” and “higher poverty”, and poverty measures that satisfy these axioms have
been described which are now the workhorse of empirical poverty analysis in the
quantitative tradition (for example, the famous FGT measure, Foster, Greer and
Thorbecke (1984)). But all this is for the static case. The introduction of time into the
economic theory of poverty measurement is relatively recent, and the papers by Foster
(this volume) and Dercon and Calvo (this volume) represent the state of the art. The
issues that arise hinge on how to aggregate individual poverty experiences over time, in
conjunction with aggregation across individuals into a poverty measure for the society as
a whole. Defining and separating out risk, vulnerability, transient poverty and chronic
poverty are the concerns of the current economic literature on poverty measurement (for
example the papers mentioned above and also Klasen and Gunther (this volume) and
Carter (this volume).
However, there are significant conceptual, methodological and empirical questions that
face the standard economic approach. Empirically, to implement any of these measures
we need surveys of panels of individuals or households who are followed over time. If
the object is to take a medium term perspective on time, and especially if we wish to
take a longer, intergenerational or dynastic, perspective, then panels of 20 years or
more are needed by definition. There has been a recent flowering of panel data set
collection in a few developing countries. Effective use of this information for analysis to
poverty and well being dynamics is well illustrated by the review in Quisumbing (this
volume). However, a majority of developing countries do not have panel data at all,
certainly not of the national representative variety. And no countries have comparable
panels over 20 years or more. Quantitative panel based analysis on poverty dynamics,
therefore, is largely an analysis of fairly short run fluctuations in wellbeing and poverty,
for the small number of countries that have them.
One way to obtain information about the past when we do not have actual inter temporal
panels is to ask people about their past and record and utilise this information. This is
often done in quantitative analysis (see papers referred to in Quisumbing (this volume)).
The method, of probing people about their past, is related to the life history method in
qualitative poverty analysis, as exemplified by Davis (this volume). Each individual is
engaged in a semi structured discussion about their life course. The objective is not only
to find out about the trajectory of well being, but also the causes underlying it—as seen
by the individual. Some quantitative information can be collected, on incomes, purchase
of assets, value of dowry, etc. But the main focus is on the narrative and interpretation of
the narrative. The “stages of progress” approach of Krishna (this volume) is also a
backward looking self assessment, but this operates at the community level, and there is
a stronger push towards presenting at least some numerical indicators of changes over
time. While there is an interesting discussion to be had on the relative strengths of
individual focused versus community based histories, it is clear that both share the
feature of semi-structured interviews of the qualitative approach, as distinct from the
(largely) fixed response questionnaire method of the quantitative approach. The
8

contextual detail emerging from the narratives is not something that is intended to be
replicated in standard panel survey instruments. Moreover, especially if the panel based
survey is, say, every few years (which is the case for most panels in developing
countries), then (apart from the “attrition bias” from people leaving the sample, which
quantitative analysts are well aware of) major twists and turns in the life course will be
missed in the panel (except to the extent that they are reflected in the next snapshot of
the household or the individual several years later). However, such events can be picked
up in a life history discourse, and put to good analytical use, as is shown in Davis (this
volume).
The paper by Moser and Felton (this volume) is an interesting amalgam of the qualitative
and quantitative approaches. It combines relatively standard quantitative information
(sufficient to allow econometric regressions to be run) with ethnographic detail and long
term engagement with the communities studied—over twenty years, in fact. There are of
course many anthropologists who have had similar long term engagement with small
numbers of communities (sometimes only one). But it is unlikely that information they
have collected can be fed directly into quantitative type analysis—nor would they wish it
to. However, one possibility is to do for analysis of poverty dynamics what Ostrom
(1990) and her colleagues did for analysis of the commons, namely build a bridge
between qualitative and quantitative analysis by conducting a textual analysis of the
reports and using coding to generate quantitative measures for further analysis from
different perspectives. We leave this as a suggestion and an open question.
Finally, it should be recognised, unlike in the static case, the combination of qualitative
and quantitative approaches, and indeed cross-disciplinarity, in a single study, or in
studying the same specific problem, is relatively rare. The papers in Kanbur and Shaffer
(2007a) bear ample testimony to how far things have come in the static case. The
papers in this volume, however, show how far we have to go in poverty dynamics in
advancing mixed methods approaches. As a collectivity the papers do highlight the
benefits form combining quantitative and qualitative approaches, as discussed above.
However, except for Moser and Felton (this volume), Boyden (this volume), and
Woolcock (this volume), the papers are largely in one tradition or the other. It is to be
hoped that the lead given by these papers, and by recent papers such as Baulch and
Davis (2007) and Lawson (2007), and the benefits of combination shown by bringing the
two traditions together in this volume, will continue in poverty dynamics the trend that is
already well underway in the static analysis of poverty.

4. Poverty Dynamics: Measurement and Understanding
This volume is divided into three parts. After Part I, which consists of this introduction
and overview, Part II explores poverty measurement and assessment, with a focus on
cutting edge approaches to incorporating poverty dynamics, using both quantitative and
qualitative methods. Part III focuses upon differing explanatory frameworks for
understanding poverty dynamics.
Introducing time into poverty measurement and analysis is a major challenge, which
researchers in developing countries have only begun to really address over the decade.
Dividing the past into discrete time periods (‘spells’) for the purpose of measuring living
standards is a is a well-established practice, often accompanied by analysis of poverty
mobility using tools such as ‘poverty transition matrices’ applied to individuals or groups
(Baulch and Hoddinott, 2000). More ambitious are efforts to develop a single
intertemporal measure of poverty to summarise different poverty paths; the best known
is Ravallion’s chronic poverty measure which uses the average poverty level (using the
9

FGT poverty measures over the entire period for which (consumption) data is available).
However, to derive satisfactory intertemporal measures we must be very clear about
what underlying assumptions are being made. In particular, should we treat all spells of
poverty equally and if not then how should they be weighted? How do we incorporate
risk into the measure (a big concern of the poor, constantly voiced in surveys),
especially when we are concerned to project poverty forward and individuals cannot be
assumed to have perfect foresight? Much effort has gone into incorporating
vulnerability—the unpredictability and risk found in the lives of the poor—into static
poverty measures, but the effort is only just beginning with dynamic measures (Elbers
and Gunning, 2006). Finally, different individuals and groups will experience different
patterns of spells of poverty and non-poverty; how is this information to be combined?
In chapter 2 Cesar Calvo and Stefan Dercon argue that existing approaches have not
been explicit enough about their underlying assumptions, and they set themselves the
task of deriving a number of axioms which satisfactory measures should possess. The
axiomatic approach is valuable because it forces us to be explicit about our values.
Thus, do different time periods carry equal weight? To what extent can a period in
poverty be compensated by future higher income (a key question for assessing the
poverty impact of policy reforms that often generate short-term adjustment costs with the
promise of long term gains)?; And to what extent are you the same person across time
(a question raised by the philosophy of identity). Calvo and Dercon illustrate their
discussion with a panel of Ethiopian household data, finding substantial differences
between static and intertemporal poverty measures.
One of Calvo and Dercon’s theoretical propositions is likely to be controversial: they
reject the notion of time-discounting which prevails in other areas of economics when
intertemporal welfare effects are being compared (in the cost-benefit analysis of
environmental impacts, for example). Instead, they appeal to the principle of
‘universalism’ which argues strongly for valuing distress equally whatever the time
period in which it has occurred—a principle that is used by Anand and Hanson (1997) to
reject the use of time-discounting in deriving intertemporal measures of health status.
Some may feel that this goes too far; there is by no means unanimity among health
economists as regards the use of time-discounting and there are strong proponents for it
(see Smith and Gravelle, 2000). But those who favour discounting poverty (as with
health) must consider a major difficulty: what is to be the rate of discount? And if it varies
across countries (because of differences in rates of time preference, in their turn
influenced by cross-country variation in life expectancies) does this undermine
comparing rates of inter-temporal poverty across countries? In summary, in seeking to
clarify the theoretical basis of inter-temporal poverty measures, Calvo and Dercon open
a Pandora’sbox of important issues for future theoretical and empirical research.
The FGT measure (Foster et al., 1984) has been the most widely used poverty measure
of the last two decades but it takes no account of duration. Since the length of time in
poverty negatively affects outcomes, especially for children (see chapter 13 by Boyden
and Cooper) this is clearly a very important missing dimension of poverty measurement.
Yet filling this gap raises major conceptual issues. In Chapter 3 James Foster takes up
the challenge of introducing time into the measurement of chronic poverty, specifically
by incorporating the duration of time spent in poverty into the FGT poverty measures. He
creates a measure which obeys a number of crucial axioms and conditions (such as the
need for the measure to be sub-group decomposable) with two cut off points defining the
chronically poor: a standard (absolute) poverty line and a duration line. As with Calvo
and Dercon, an earlier period in poverty is given the same weight as a later period (i.e.
no time-discounting is used). Foster reports on an application of this new poverty
measure to a panel for Argentina, with the duration-adjusted FGT measure yielding a
10

significantly different estimate of poverty (with a large variation in spatial chronic
poverty). Foster notes one criticism of this new measure: it is confined to income. The
next step is to create multi-dimensional, duration-adjusted measures of chronic poverty,
but this is an exceptionally demanding task (not least in making commensurate the
different dimensions of well-being to construct a single measure). Notwithstanding this
remaining challenge, Foster’s duration-adjusted FGT measure is work that promises to
revolutionise the measurement of poverty dynamics in the way that the original FGT
measures revolutionised static poverty measurement.
Part 2 offers a spectrum of different dimensions of wellbeing and poverty. Chapter 4
analyses the dynamics of non-income poverty measures which are as important as
those of income and consumption measures of changes in poverty status. Working
within a capabilities framework, Isabel Günther and Stephan Klasen analyse nutrition,
health, and education poverty indicators for Vietnamese panel data, selecting
households with at least two generations are present. They argue that non-income
indicators can be as good (and sometimes better) as income at capturing intergenerational poverty transmission: income tells only part of the story. Vietnam is
especially relevant since the economy is experiencing fast growth and structural change.
There has been a sharp decline in income poverty, but nutrition and health indicators
show fewer households escaping from poverty (overall there is a lower correlation
between non-income and income measures than one would expect). Günther and
Klasen find intergenerational education poverty remains particularly strong; many
households with low education among the older generation also have low education
among the young.
In chapter 5 Caroline Moser and Andrew Felton apply a principal components analysis
to panel data from urban Ecuador (collected over 1978-2004) and construct an asset
index to measure asset accumulation (Moser and Felton, 2007). They inductively
construct the index on the basis of longitudinal anthropological research (rather than
building an index and then applying it to the data), a methodology they term ‘narrative
econometrics’. Moser and Felton argue that it is imperative to understand the social
context of assets and how they vary in their importance; simply plugging assets into an
index is highly unsatisfactory. Their chosen assets are: physical capital (including
housing); financial/productive capital; human capital and social capital (natural capital is
not included as this is an urban study). Different asset indices deploy different weighting
methodologies and the three most common are; weighting by asset prices (but these are
difficult to obtain and it is hard to impute a price for non-marketed assets); equal weights
(which has obvious problems since it assumes all assets have equal value (a computer
and a horse for example); and principal components analysis (using correlations to
estimate the underlying unobservable variable, following Filmer and Pritchett, 2000).
Moser and Felton adopt the latter. The distribution of each type of capital is then
calculated over different points in time to highlight asset shifts.
Crucially the importance of assets can vary over time due to structural changes in the
economy as well as economic policy which affect the returns to specific assets (asset
indices can be used to identify the effect of macro-economic shocks). Thus Guayaquil
has seen large changes in labour demand due to globalisation; imports of cheap
Chinese-made goods have reduced the demand for artisinal male skills which provided
a reasonable income in the 1970s. And the shift from community-based services to
market-provided services (the result of privatisation) is showing up in changes in social
capital at the community level.
Assets are a long-running theme in the poverty debate from the 1970s paradigm of
‘redistribution of growth’ (Chenery et al., 1974) through to the WDR-2000 and WDR11

2005 policy discussions, and in livelihood approaches to poverty analysis (Ellis, 2000;
Scoones, 1998). Assets (stocks) generate income and consumption flows (and stocks
may be more easily measured than flows); they enable households to withstand shocks
(within limits); the level and composition of assets determines whether a household is in
a poverty trap (and its chances of escape): and helping the poor to build assets
(including human capital) has policy traction—although there is much debate about
which assets are the most important in the many livelihood contexts that the poor face
(Hulme et al., 2001). Fundamentally, assets bring the production dimension into poverty
measurement, adding to the income, consumption, and human development dimensions
(and telling us more about how levels of these latter three dimensions arise in
households).
The methodology of assets-based approaches has become increasingly sophisticated
(and is (panel) data-intensive), particularly in incorporating time into the formal models to
address a key question: who among the presently poor are likely to be poor in the
future? Dynamics are therefore centre stage in this approach, with a theory of poverty
traps underlying empirical applications (Buera, 2005; Carter and Barrett, 2006). Drawing
upon this recent literature, and in a model applied to data from KwaZulu-Natal, Michael
Carter and Munenobu Ikegami (chapter 6) introduce new theory-based measures of
chronic poverty and vulnerability and illustrate their feasibility using South African data.
They identify three types of poor people each with different future prospects: (i) the lowskilled with few livelihood possibilities who are in a low-level equilibrium trap (the
Economically Disabled) (ii) a middle-ability group that will move either up or down the
income scale depending upon their initial asset level (the Multiple Equilibrium Poor) and
(iii) a high-ability group who can move out of poverty given enough time (the Upwardly
Mobile).
Forward-looking measures of poverty are then derived. In the FGT measure poverty is
measured using an income gap, but it is possible to see poverty as an asset gap as well,
and this is what Carter and Ikegami do, to calculate the percentage of people who will
stay poor under different assumptions of asset dynamics. Asset shocks are then
simulated in this model, with individuals reacting to the risk of shocks by, for example,
being unwilling to forgo present consumption in order to accumulate assets that they
may well lose. Different policy recommendations are developed for each group. The
economically-disabled are candidates for social protection while the middle-ability group
need protection to reduce their risk and asset transfers to put them over the asset
threshold and to give them a fighting chance of exiting poverty.
The final two chapters in Part 2 focus on the measurement and assessment of poverty
through subjective approaches.
Peter Davis’s chapter examines the role of
individual/household life history methods in assessing poverty dynamics while Anirudh
Krishna uses participatory methods to assess changes in poverty and well-being at the
community level.
By providing contextual and historical detail, life histories constitute a valuable
complement to quantitative approaches. Peter Davis (chapter 7) demonstrates their
ability to reveal phenomena concealed by other methods, including: events with multiple
causation; ‘last straw’ threshold effects (the culmination of a series of adverse trends);
outcomes based on the ordering of a sequence of events; and events associated with
household breakdown which tend to be masked in household survey approaches. For
rural Bangladesh, Davis constructs household resource profiles before conducting the
life history interviews and seeks out a high level of historical and contextual detail (both
Davis and Krishna use ‘referencing’ - mapping events and changes at the household
level to a template of easily recalled national events). Davis finds that most
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improvements tend to only happen gradually, whereas declines are often more sudden
(in this Davis’ work links to that of Paul Farmer (2005) on the structural violence that
poor people face) and he develops trajectory patterns: saw tooth patterns in trajectories
are more common among the poor than smooth paths. Davis also deploys the
methodology of ‘fuzzy sets’ in identifying chronic poverty. However, the very richness of
life histories means that the number of cases studied is generally small, limiting
generalisation across larger populations.
Whereas Peter Davis focuses on one country (Bangladesh), Anirudh Krishna (chapter 8)
tracks households in five countries: four developing countries and the United States. He
aims to capture poverty dynamics through the ‘stages of progress’ methodology. This
has seven steps: (i) get together representative community group; (ii) discuss the
objectives of the exercise (iii) define poverty collectively in terms of stages of progress.
Then ask the question: if a poor household gets a bit more money what do they do with
it? Typically they specify food for the family as their first priority. (iv) define ‘X years ago’
in terms of a well-known signifying event (v) list all village households, and then ask
about each household’s stage at the present time and X years ago (vi) categorise all
present-day households into chronically poor or not and then (vii) take a random sample
within each category to ascertain reasons for change or stability. To cross-check the
reliability of the method the researchers share the results with key informants, before
leaving the community, to see whether they agree with the findings.
Krishna finds that health and health care expenses were a primary event in the descent
into poverty (41 per cent of cases in North Carolina and 88 per cent in Gujarat, India).
Other reasons were more context specific: funerals and marriage (important in 4
countries), debt (important in India), drought and loss of land (Uganda and Peru).
Among the reasons for successful escape from poverty, interviewees cited a
supplemental income source (mainly city based informal sector) as the most important.
As will have become clear, many of the chapters in Part II, although primarily about
measurement, also address the understanding of poverty dynamics. Indeed, in some of
the chapters measurement is a route into understanding, so a simple division between
the two is not possible. Similarly, the chapters in Part III, although primarily about
understanding, also broach questions of measurement.
Part III begins with two chapters that offer a critique of measurement. In chapter 9
Harriss argues that most poverty research is working with a model of knowledge from
the natural sciences, that is to say: there are objective facts to be discovered; methods
for uncovering these facts improve over time as better techniques are discovered and
employed; and, predictive theories that can be universally applied across all societies
will eventually emerge. But this approach is doomed to disappointment, argues Harriss,
for the focus is on measurement and on the characteristics of individuals and
households with very little attention to the structural processes that move people in and
out of poverty. Numerous studies identify the same set of factors (assets, household
characteristics, demographics) as being associated with poverty dynamics, yet these are
proximate factors only. This supposedly ‘value-neutral’ approach depoliticises poverty.
Harriss highlights similarities between the new asset-based approaches and research
during the 1970s on agrarian differentiation and class formation — although the social
context is much less explicit in the former (a consequence of the household being the
primary unit of analysis). Thus a key but outstanding question is why the poor come to
have so few assets and the role of wealthy elites in blocking their asset-accumulation
strategies (including historical and contemporary expropriation). Clearly, there is
considerable scope for qualitative research to inform quantitative data collection in this
area.
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In Chapter 10 Andries du Toit emphasises the need to engage with the structural
dimensions of persistent poverty and therefore with social relations, agency, culture and
subjectivity. He illustrates his argument with examples from South Africa. While
welcoming the recent dialogue between quantitative and qualitative research, he
emphasises the need to go beyond the positivist assumptions underlying econometric
approaches which at their worst constitute a ‘mystifying narrative’ of what poverty means
and how we come to understand it. Drawing on the work of James Scott (1998) and
others, du Toit argues that the process of abstraction in poverty measurement results in
a de-contextualisation of poverty; certain information (that which can be standardised
and quantified) is given preference in building a narrative of the poor and the processes
that result in impoverishment. In South Africa, government officials have become fixated
on finding unambiguous and quantifiable systems of indicators of structural vulnerability,
to the detriment of really understanding the role of national and local history and power
relations. By focusing on what is readily measurable at the individual and household
level, measurement approaches neglect culture, identity, agency and social structure
that are central to creating wealth and poverty (see Chambers 1983; Bevan 2004) and
the policy conclusions do not connect to the realities of poor societies.
The next two chapters offer attempts at understanding poverty dynamics within a
recognisably economics/quantitative framework. In chapter 11 Siddiqur Osmani
develops a dynamic approach to capabilities; people may develop or lose specific
capabilities over time, and their opportunities are often changing as economic change
favours some skills, and downgrades others. Poverty traps for both households and
individuals then result from a mismatch between the structure of endowments and the
structure of opportunities. Osmani contrasts the roles of level and structure of
assets/endowments in explaining chronic poverty. Chronic poverty has an inherent time
dimension, but the analysis to date is insufficiently explicit — for example how long do
people have to be poor to be categorised as chronically poor? Most discussion adopts a
backward-looking approach, whereas in Osmani’s view we need to be more forward
looking — someone is in a poverty trap indefinitely unless something changes for the
better. Since even a chronically poor person can move above the poverty line, the key
point is that for most of the time a chronically poor person is below the poverty line unable to accumulate to get out during their working lifetime. He develops a definition of
chronic poverty with expected income as its core, with expected income in turn
conditional on the expected accumulation of assets over time as well as initial
exogenous circumstances. If that conditional expected income lies below the poverty
line then that person is chronically poor. With limited endowments a person can be
chronically poor without being caught in a poverty trap (for the fortunate their income
may be on a time path to move them out of a poverty even if they are chronically poor at
present). For policy it is then essential to look at the pattern of growth and not just its
rate for the former restructures the pattern of opportunities, devaluing some initial asset
investments while raising the returns on others (as will economic policy change, for
example market liberalisation). Targeted interventions to improving endowments and
putting people on upward accumulation paths out of chronic poverty must take account
of the changing pattern of growth. Assets are also socially constructed (a theme echoed
by Maia Green) and a mismatch between endowments and opportunities can arise when
social relations, not just the economy, change.
A key assumption in existing models is that individuals cannot borrow against their future
earnings to build present assets (which in turn yield higher (future) income flows) and
must save instead. A threshold of initial assets exists below which accumulation through
saving is not a viable strategy for moving out of poverty and, with a binding credit
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constraint, the household cannot become a successful entrepreneur—even if it has the
skills and knowledge to do so. 8
Conceptually, many different types of asset have been identified: natural capital,
physical capital, human capital, social capital, and financial capital, with further
refinements within each (for example Hulme et al. (2001) divide social capital into sociocultural and socio-political assets). But data on human capital and physical capital are
the most readily available, and in chapter 12 Agnes Quisumbing focuses on these in an
analytical survey of how intergenerational asset transfers can create (or block off)
escape routes from poverty. The poor are typically constrained in their ability to trade-off
present for future consumption (exacerbated by credit constraints) and an inability to
invest in human capital persists across generations (there is plenty of evidence from the
Philippines that the children of parents with little schooling and/or assets have lower
school participation, and the children of credit-constrained households are shorter than
unconstrained households).
Quisumbing argues that context matters greatly in determining which assets work best
for poverty reduction. Thus in Ghana more land is better for increasing women’s income
than more education given the low returns to female schooling in rural labour markets. If
asset accumulation takes time and is difficult for the poor, then assets at marriage
largely determine lifetime prosperity. The marriage market therefore plays a central role,
and evidence from Ethiopia shows that assortative mating increases inequality and
reduces social mobility (due to intergenerational transfers at marriage) — thereby
continuing social stratification from one generation to the next. For the poor to transfer
assets across generations they must first accumulate them; hence the need to
strengthen property rights, reduce the initial costs of acquiring capital, and provide
savings instruments (and provide mechanisms to maintain the poor people’s asset base
in the face of shocks). More mechanisms for human capital investment by the credit
constrained are essential (Mexico’s PROGRESA is a model).
An alternative disciplinary approach is presented by Jo Boyden and Elizabeth Cooper
(chapter 13) to address the concept of ‘resilience’ in research and practice concerning
children’s poverty and the lifecourse and intergenerational transmission of poverty.
‘Resilience’ means the strategies that people use to cope with adversities, such as
income poverty or violent conflict. For children much attention has been paid to the issue
of whether they can in some way overcome initial disadvantages. Unfortunately children
are more susceptible to the effects of poverty than adults, particularly to the effect of
under-nutrition. Boyden and Cooper argue that while superficially attractive the
resilience concept has not yet proved to be a useful tool for poverty research. Resilience
lacks a satisfactory definition, it is impossible to observe directly, and indeed the concept
disguises multivariate phenomena. Thus the correlation between inputs (mother’s
education, for example) and outputs (child health, for example) are derived from the
analysis of data sets that cover many different parental and community characteristics.
In short, research in this area has been highly mechanistic (prematurely identifying direct
cause and effect), thereby failing to take account of moderating forces. Moreover, what
is often taken for granted in the policy debate is not borne out by recent research; for
example, current research challenges assumptions about the foundational role of the
family in child development. Static models of human development often underpin the
conventional wisdom on the effects of deprivation in early childhood, whereas more
8

There is a growing literature on modelling credit constraints; using United States data, Buera
(2006) finds that the welfare cost of such constraints is significant (about 6 per cent of the
household’s lifetime consumption), and there is clearly much scope for applying these tools to
simulate the impact of micro-finance on future poverty trajectories.
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dynamic approaches are called for in which child-development trajectories are
constantly modified (implying that it is better to speak in terms of probabilities). Boyden
and Cooper argue that much more attention must be given to the interaction of genetic
and environmental impacts on poverty, as well as the structural influences.
In much of the analysis of assets there have been attempts to understand the social
context that gives assets their value, a point emphasised by Moser and Felton (this
volume) and further developed in chapter 14 by Maia Green who argues that the
‘mystery of capital’ lies in social relationships; hence entitlements do not exist in the
abstract but within networks of moral relationships. The latter determine what different
categories of people can expect. Most importantly, these categories can shift radically.
Building on Barbara Harris-White’s (2005) work on social exclusion, Green argues that
social ordering sanctions harm to some, but not to others, illustrating this point with an
examination of witchcraft in contemporary Africa which is used to change relationships
within and between families (including control over assets and the value attached to
them). In Green’s view the concept of chronic poverty usefully highlights a situation but
does not really explain it, tending to yield frameworks that are far from local conceptions
of poverty, and local concerns. To get deeper insights we need to develop the idea of
durable poverty (based on deprivation) rather than chronic poverty, for the former
concepts is better able to handle the institutional factors that keep people poor.
The idea of the multi-dimensionality of poverty is now firmly embedded in the policy
discourse, and we have already discussed non-income poverty dynamics in the
contribution by Günther and Klasen to this volume. Yet there is still much to do. In
chapter 15 Michael Woolcock highlights how the need for a broader social theory of
chronic poverty must look to systems of social relations, rules and meaning. Thus
understanding how groups are defined is key to a better understanding of the social
relations that underly chronic poverty (a point also made by Maia Green). Rules
systems, which constitute everything from constitutions and contracts too languages and
social norms can lie at the heart of ‘legal inequality traps’ that condemn people to
chronic poverty. A better understanding of meaning systems (how people make sense of
what happens in the world and to them) is essential to deepen our knowledge of chronic
poverty since groups can sometimes subvert practices that are ‘clearly’ in their best
interests. A clear model of human behaviour is needed (one that goes beyond microeconomics); better explanations of why poverty persists as part of broader processes of
economic and social change; more insight into how power is created, maintained and
challenged; and more attention to how we can best learn from the new generation of
poverty reduction policies and practices. Woolcock illustrates his argument with cases
from Australia, Cameroon, and China. Each of these cases shows how social relations
are central to understanding responses to economic and social change. Fundamentally,
Woolcock argues for a shift away within social theory from what he terms ‘endless
critiques’ and yet more ‘conceptual frameworks’ and a more constructive engagement
with the most pressing and vexing concerns around chronic poverty. Much of
development can be said to be about facilitating ‘good struggles’ in areas where there is
no technical solution, but rather progress is crafted by dialogue and negotiation.

5. Conclusion
In this volume the reader will encounter a rich menu of perspectives and methodologies
in some of the latest research on poverty. Our introduction has provided the first course.
Conceptually and methodologically poverty dynamics are challenging but a number of
clear conclusions emerge.
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The first of these is about the duration of poverty. It is imperative to bring time into
analytical frameworks for measuring and understanding poverty. There are many ways
forward, including panel data sets (of which we need many more, since they are still
confined to a small subset of countries) and life history methods. Major conceptual
problems do however remain. These include the degree to which we do or do not place
equal value on different spells in poverty (time-discounting).
Second, multi-dimensionality is essential. It is time to get out of the rut of
income/consumption measures. Poverty dynamics can look very different when nonincome measures are used, and these are critical as both a cross-check on trends in
income measures, as well as giving us a broader picture of how well-being in all its
dimensions is moving over time (essential if we are to track the poverty impact of
growth). Multi-dimensional, duration-adjusted measures of poverty remain the next big
challenge in measurement.
Third, interdisciplinary work is possible and desirable, despite the difficulties discussed
in this chapter. In other words, the boundaries of our interdisciplinary conversation are
becoming clearer, and the points of commonality and difference are now more sharply in
focus. We need to encourage further the trend towards combining qualitative and
quantitative approaches in the analysis of poverty dynamics. The present conversation
about poverty dynamics reveals a divide, between economists and other social scientists
(sociology, anthropology, politics and geography). However, it also reveals that there is
a strong desire, and increasingly frequent attempts, to bridge this divide. We hope that
this volume will support that process, encouraging others to join in the debate, and to
tackle the conceptual and methodological hurdles that still lie ahead.
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